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Glass-to-metal joining is important for improving efficiencies of heat collecting units, employed in parabolic solar collecting systems. In this study, soda lime silicate glass was joined to titanium in air at 700, 800 and 900 °C for 5 min by controlled heat treatments. Glass-to-titanium bonding was good and no delamination or macro cracking in glass was observed. During heat treatment, titanium is oxidized in air prior to the reaction with glass. The reaction between oxidized titanium and glass results in bubble formation at joining interface. Bubble formation was found to be decreased with decreasing joining temperature. Thermal stresses developed at glass-titanium junction were modeled by employing ANSYS 14 multiphysics simulation software. For the studied sample profile, soda lime silicate glass, close to the joining interface, experienced rather low residual stresses of the order of 10 MPa maximum and −40 MPa minimum principal stress levels. Good glass-to-titanium bonding and low thermal residual stress are mainly due to similar thermal expansion coefficients of these materials, which was found to be important for achieving successful joining in air.
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1. Introduction

Glass-to-metal joining is required for a wide range of applications including vacuum insulation glazing, electrical discharge tubes, vacuum solar collectors and glass encapsulated diodes [1]. For parabolic solar collector systems, a good and reliable glass-metal junction is important for improving energy efficiencies of heat collecting units [2]. Heat collecting element is made of a metal pipe, to carry solar heated fluid and a glass tube, to thermally insulate the heated metal pipe. Borosilicate glass-kovar alloy joining is often considered due to their closely matched thermal expansion coefficients [2–4]. However, kovar alloy is rather expensive and if soda lime silicate glass-to-titanium joining is achieved, it could be an economical alternative for borosilicate glass-to-kovar alloy joining. Soda lime silicate glass is an economical glass, commonly used for outdoor applications [5]. Titanium is more economical compared to kovar alloy and has good corrosion resistance and is employed for high-temperature applications, requiring mechanical integrity [6]. In addition, titanium has low thermal expansion coefficient (10.1×10⁻⁶ (m/m)/°C) to that of soda lime silicate glass (9.1×10⁻⁶ (m/m)/°C), which therefore could make joining easier [7, 8]. There are reported studies currently in literature on soda lime silicate based glass-ceramic coatings for titanium oxidation protection [9–11]. However, there is no detailed study for joining of commercially available soda lime silicate glass to titanium in air. This study provides joining of soda lime silicate glass to titanium with a controlled heat treatments in air, investigates effects of heat treatment temperatures on interfacial reactions between soda lime silicate glass and titanium, models maximal and minimal principal residual stresses developed at joined parts for studied sample dimensions by employing ANSYS 14 multiphysics simulation software and concludes with important points for successful joining of soda lime silicate glass to titanium in air.

2. Experimental procedure

Soda lime silicate glass on titanium disk samples were prepared from soda lime silicate glass (Schott Ar glass, Germany) and commercially pure titanium (Alfa Aesar, 99.5 wt.%). The required pieces were cut from rods by employing a diamond saw and were grinded with 600 and 1000-grade SiC grinding paper prior to heat treatment. Glass piece was placed on metal piece and inserted directly into the preheated furnace, kept at 700, 800 and 900 °C during 20 min, thermally annealed for 20 min to remove any joining stress developed in glass due to high-temperature bonding step and finally cooled down to room temperature during 6 h.

Optical and scanning electron microscopy investigations were carried out on cross-sections samples, by sectioning the joined samples into polymer mold and by grinding them from a side with 600 and 1000-grade SiC grinding paper, until the cross section of the glass-metal junction was revealed. Optical microscope investigations were done by employing Zeiss Axiotech light microscope and JEOL 6066 microscope with secondary electron imaging mode. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) investigations were done by employing JEOL 6060 microscope with secondary electron imaging mode. Modeling of residual maximal and minimal principal stresses was done employing ANSYS 14 multiphysics software. Dimensions of disk samples used in calculations were 10 mm diameter and 2 mm height for soda lime...
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silicate glass and 12.7 mm diameter and 1.4 mm height for titanium. Residual stresses were assumed to be developed due to cooling down of bonded glass-titanium joints from thermal stress-relieving annealing step at 550 °C to room temperature. While glass was modeled using only elastic deformation, titanium was modeled using both elastic and plastic deformation. Table I provides material properties used in the models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials property</th>
<th>Soda lime silicate glass</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coeff. α ([m/m]/°C)</td>
<td>$9.1 \times 10^{-6}$ [6]</td>
<td>$10.1 \times 10^{-6}$ [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison ratio $\nu$</td>
<td>0.22 [6]</td>
<td>0.34 [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield strength $\sigma_y$ [Pa]</td>
<td>$240 \times 10^6$ [12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True stress $\sigma_{true}$ [Pa] at true strain $\varepsilon_{true}$ of 0.2</td>
<td>$550 \times 10^6$ [12]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows that soda lime silicate glass has bonded to titanium without showing any sign of cracking during heat treatment in air. However, as seen from Fig. 1c more clearly, there is some bubble formation for 900 °C heat treated sample.

![Fig. 1. Soda lime silicate glass disk on titanium disk samples joined in air for 5 min at heat treatment temperatures of (a) 700 °C, (b) 800 °C and (c) 900 °C.](image)

Figure 2 presents optical microscope images, showing joining interface between soda lime silicate glass and titanium that were heat treated at 900 and 700 °C in air for 5 min. As seen from Fig. 2, there is no micro crack formation in glass at joining interface and no delamination of glass layer from titanium joining interface, illustrating that bonding of glass to titanium was good. However, there was excessive bubble formation at joining interface and titanium oxidation for 900 °C heat-treated sample, as is clearly seen in Fig. 2a. Figure 2b shows that both, bubble formation and oxidation of titanium were decreasing with the decrease in heat treatment temperature to 700 °C.

Figure 3 shows scanning electron microscope image of joining cross section for sample heat treated at 800 °C for 5 min in air. As seen in Fig. 3a, bubble formation at joining interface is lower compared to 900 °C heat treated sample but is still higher than in 700 °C heat treated sample. Figure 3b illustrates that titanium was oxidizing in air and forming oxidized titanium at the interface. It also shows that the bubble formation was happening near the oxidized titanium layer due to its reaction with glass front. Thus, this suggests that bubble formation was related to reaction between oxidized titanium and its reaction with glass at the interface.

![Fig. 3. Scanning electron microscope images of sample heat treated at 800 °C for 5 min: (a) low 100x magnification of cross section sample, (b) higher 2000x magnification image, showing bubble formation at joining interface.](image)

Figure 4 illustrates modeled residual maximum and minimum principal stress levels of joined samples obtained by employing ANSYS 14 multiphysics simulation software: (a) maximum residual principal stress levels for junction cross section region, (b) minimum residual principal stress levels for junction cross section region.

![Fig. 4. Residual joining stress levels of soda lime silicate glass-to-titanium junction sample, simulated by employing ANSYS 14 multiphysics simulation software: (a) maximum residual principal stress levels for junction cross section region, (b) minimum residual principal stress levels for junction cross section region.](image)
towards glass outer edge. Figure 4b on the other hand shows that residual minimum principle stress levels were slightly higher with the lowest of the order of $-40$ MPa, observed at glass titanium joining edge, near interface.

Low residual stress levels and good bonding between soda lime silicate glass and titanium was found to be important for successful soda lime silicate glass-titanium joining in air. Simulation results showing low and mainly compressive residual stress levels for glass agree well with experimental findings of absence of cracking or delamination of glass layer. Similar and slightly lower thermal expansion coefficient of glass $(9.1 \times 10^{-6} \text{ (m/m)/}^\circ\text{C})$ compared to that of titanium $(10.1 \times 10^{-6} \text{ (m/m)/}^\circ\text{C})$ resulted in such low residual stress values. However, there was observed an increasing bubble formation at joining interface with the increase in processing temperatures. In literature, bubble formation was reported to be due O$_2$ release at reaction interface, involving dissolution of titanium oxide into glass and following reaction of silicate-based glass with titanium surface [11, 13]. Increase in reaction rates leading to O$_2$ gas release at joining interface with an increase of processing temperatures from 700 to 900$^\circ\text{C}$ could be the reason for observed increasing bubble formation at higher temperatures.

4. Conclusions

Soda lime silicate glass-to-titanium joining was successfully achieved in air with heat treatments at 700, 800 and 900$^\circ\text{C}$ in air. No cracking or delamination of glass layer was observed for any of the joined samples, showing low residual stress levels. ANSYS 14 simulation results suggest (which agrees well with experimental findings) that for the studied sample dimensions, glass experiences mainly low residual minimum stress levels with highest values of the order of $-40$ MPa near joining interface at glass-titanium junction. Some bubble formation was observed at glass-titanium joining interface due to reaction. This interfacial reaction was extensive for 900$^\circ\text{C}$ heat treatment in air. Both optical microscope and SEM investigations have illustrated that bubble formation had decreased with the decrease in heat treatment temperature and was minimal for 700$^\circ\text{C}$ heat treatment in air. For successful soda lime silicate glass-to-titanium joining in air, interfacial reactions, leading to bubble formation, needed to be minimized by keeping heat treatment temperatures low, around 700$^\circ\text{C}$. Residual stress levels needed to be kept compressive and low by carefully selecting sample shape and dimensions.
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